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Quality-of-Service Provisioning and Efficient
Resource Utilization in CDMA

Cellular Communications
Hai Jiang, Student Member, IEEE, Weihua Zhuang, Senior Member, IEEE,

Xuemin (Sherman) Shen, Senior Member, IEEE, and Qi Bi, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—One of the major challenges in supporting multimedia
services over Internet protocol (IP)-based code-division mul-
tiple-access (CDMA) wireless networks is the quality-of-service
(QoS) provisioning with efficient resource utilization. Compared
with the circuit-switched voice service in the second-generation
CDMA systems (i.e., IS-95), heterogeneous multimedia applica-
tions in future IP-based CDMA networks require more complex
QoS provisioning and more sophisticated management of the
scarce radio resources. This paper provides an overview of the
CDMA-related QoS provisioning techniques in the avenues of
packet scheduling, power allocation, and network coordination,
summarizes state-of-the-art research results, and identifies further
research issues.

Index Terms—Code-division multiple-access (CDMA), intercell
coordination, multimedia services, packet scheduling, power allo-
cation, quality-of-service (QoS), soft handoff.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HEPASTdecadehaswitnessedthesuccessofcode-division

multiple-access (CDMA) technology in the second-gener-

ation cellular systems, due to its promising advantages such as

universal frequency reuse, soft handoff, inherent diversity, soft

capacity, and high spectrum efficiency. CDMA is also the major

multiple access technology for the third-generation wireless

communication systems and beyond. On the other hand, it is

widely accepted that the future wireless access networks are ex-

pected to converge into an all-Internet protocol (IP) architecture.

Fig. 1 shows an all-Internet protocol (IP) architecture including

CDMA cellular networks, 802.11 wireless local area networks

(WLANs), and Bluetooth/ultra-wideband (UWB) personal area

networks (PANs). The base station (BS) or the access point

(AP) provides the mobile stations (MSs) with wireless Internet

access. With the rapid growth of the Internet, the demand for fast

and location-independent mobile multimedia services will be

steadily increasing in future IP-based CDMA cellular systems.

Typical applications include voice-over-IP (VoIP), videoconfer-

encing, video streaming, distance learning, web browsing, file

transfer, and e-mails. Therefore, multimedia communications

over IP-based CDMA cellular networks have recently received

significant interests from both industry and academia.
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Fig. 1. The future all-IP heterogeneous wireless networks.

One major challenge in multimedia services over CDMA

cellular networks is the quality-of-service (QoS) provisioning

with efficient resource utilization. Compared with the cir-

cuit-switched voice service in the second-generation CDMA

systems (i.e., IS-95), heterogeneous multimedia applications

in future IP-based CDMA networks require more complex

QoS provisioning and more sophisticated management of the

scarce radio resources. QoS can be classified according to

its implementation in the networks, based on a hierarchy of

three different levels: bit level, packet level, and call level.

The transmission accuracy, transmission rate (i.e., throughput),

timeliness (i.e., delay and jitter), and fairness are the main

consideration in this classification. This classification also

reflects the QoS categories from a technical viewpoint.

• Bit-level QoS—To ensure some degree of transmission ac-

curacy, a maximum bit-error rate (BER) for each user is re-

quired. The BER guarantee can be realized by satisfying a

required bit-level signal energy to interference-plus-noise

density ratio, i.e., . The one-to-one mapping of BER

to depends on channel characteristics, modulation,

channel coding, diversity, and receiver design.

• Packet-level QoS—As real-time applications (such as

VoIP and videoconferencing) are delay-sensitive, each

packet should be transmitted within a delay bound. On the

other hand, data applications are usually delay-tolerant,

0733-8716/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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and throughput is a better QoS criterion. Each traffic type

can also have a packet loss rate (PLR) requirement.

• Call-level QoS—In a cellular system, a new (or a handoff)

call will be blocked (or dropped) if no sufficient capacity.

From the user’s point of view, the handoff call dropping

is more disturbing than new call blocking. Effective

call admission control (CAC) is necessary to guarantee

a blocking probability bound and a smaller dropping

probability bound.

To realize QoS provisioning in a CDMA cellular environ-

ment, there exist many challenges: 1) limited radio resources;

2) the time-varying wireless channel; 3) limited battery power

supply of the MSs; 4) interference-limited capacity (leading to

complex resource allocation); 5) possible service disruption and

even call dropping during handoff.

To guarantee the bit-level and packet-level QoS requirements

of the MSs, an effective packet scheduling with appropriate

power allocation is needed. Specifically, the power levels of all

the MSs are managed in such a way that each MS achieves the

required , and the transmissions from/to all the MSs are

controlled by a scheduler to meet the delay, jitter, throughput,

and PLR requirements. The order of packet transmissions for

multimedia traffic has a great impact on the efficiency and per-

formance of a CDMA cellular system. The design of a packet

scheduler involves balancing a number of conflicting objectives.

For different types of multimedia traffic, different scheduling

policies can be applied, focusing on the corresponding main

QoS criteria of the traffic types.

Call-level QoS can be guaranteed by an effective CAC

scheme. CAC is also critical for packet scheduling (with power

allocation) to provide bit-level and packet-level QoS. Interested

readers may refer to [22], [48], [69], [71], [75] and references

therein.

The capacity of a CDMA system is interference-limited. In a

cellular environment, each MS will experience intracell and in-

tercell interference. While intracell interference can be managed

effectively by packet scheduling and power allocation, the in-

tercell interference can be controlled in a systematic manner by

means of coordination among the cells. Further, soft handoff is an

inherent property of cellular CDMA, and requires coordination

among neighboring cells in resource allocation to the MSs.

Techniques for multimedia services over CDMA cellular net-

works have been developed along many avenues. This paper fo-

cuses on QoS provisioning and resource utilization issues, sum-

marizes state-of-the-art research results, and provides insights to

further research work. The remaining of this paper is organized

as follows. Section II describes the packet scheduling strate-

gies with power allocation. In Section III, network coordination

mechanisms are presented. Further discussion on differentiated

services and cross-layer design is given in Section IV, as well as

the conclusion remarks.

II. PACKET SCHEDULING WITH POWER ALLOCATION

In a CDMA system, radio spectrum of the wireless channel

is shared by all the MSs, which introduces interference. For

each MS, two kinds of interference exist: intracell interference

caused by simultaneous transmissions from/to other MSs in the

Fig. 2. Centralized scheduler for the uplink transmission.

same cell, and intercell interference originating from signals in

other cells. A packet scheduling scheme is essential to schedule

packet transmission and control interference in order to meet

various QoS requirements such as delay bound, throughput, and

PLR bound. A centralized scheduler at the BS benefits from

more processing power and available information than a dis-

tributed one. For the downlink, the BS has the information of

traffic status of each MS. For the uplink, each MS needs to send

a transmission request upon new packet arrivals and update its

link status to the BS. The request and update information is

stored in its corresponding profile at the BS, as shown in Fig. 2.

The request and update messages can be transmitted in a re-

quest channel, or piggybacked in the transmitted uplink packets

to avoid possible contention in the request channel. The BS

responds by broadcasting transmission decisions to MSs [32],

[71], [72].

To control the interference and overcome the well-known

near–far problem, an appropriate power level should be

allocated to each MS to guarantee a certain level of transmis-

sion accuracy at the bit level [79]. Consider the uplink with

nonorthogonal simultaneous transmissions from different MSs.

Let denote the number of active MSs in the cell. MS

is characterized by requirement , bit

transmission rate , and channel gain . The transmit power

vector, , can be obtained by solving the

following linear inequalities 1

(1)

with constraints

(2)

where is total uplink bandwidth used by all the MSs, and

are intercell interference and background noise power, respec-

tively, and is the transmit power limit of MS . After some

algebra, the following constraint can ensure there exists a fea-

sible transmit power vector [3], [62]:

(3)

1For uplink with interference cancellation techniques, as the perceived intra-
cell interference may be alleviated or eliminated, the inequalities (1) should be
changed accordingly. For example, in the successive interference cancellation
technique, the decoding order of MSs at the BS affects the achieved E =I of
the MSs in inequalities (1), as interference from previously decoded MSs is suc-
cessively alleviated or eliminated in the composite received signal at the BS, i.e.,
the later decoded MS signals are immune to the previously decoded ones [44].
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where

(4)

Constraint (3) can also be considered as the instantaneous ca-

pacity region for the given link conditions. The term

(5)

can be viewed as the power index [3] or the effective bandwidth

[10] of MS , while is the total power index, or total

effective bandwidth.

The downlink capacity model is quite different from that of

the uplink, as orthogonal codes are usually used for transmis-

sions to all the MSs within a cell. However, the orthogonality

among the signals even with synchronous transmissions in the

downlink cannot be kept perfectly taking into account the trans-

mission delay spread in a multipath propagation environment.

This can be addressed by associating each MS with an orthog-

onality factor , where means perfect orthogo-

nality observed at MS . The values of the orthogonality factor

depend on the location of the MSs and the multipath environ-

ment, with a typical value in [0.4, 0.9] [29]. For presentation

simplicity, to discuss the power allocation in the downlink, we

use the same notations as those for the uplink. The transmit

power vector can be obtained by solving

the following linear inequalities:

(6)

with constraint

(7)

where is the maximum transmit power at the BS. The con-

dition for a feasible power vector allocation

is [9]

(8)

To guarantee the requirement for each and every MS,

inequality (3) or (8) should hold at all times.

For CDMA systems, the scheduling strategies can be classi-

fied into two groups: pure code scheduling and time scheduling.

The pure code scheduling is for circuit switching, where an ad-

mitted MS can transmit continuously if it has traffic to send.

The advantage of the pure code scheduling scheme is its imple-

mentation simplicity with modest computation complexity and

signaling overhead. The voice or video traffic under pure code

scheduling experiences no access delay because of the contin-

uous transmission. However, this also leads to loss of flexibility

and efficiency. On the other hand, time scheduling is for packet

switching, where the scheduler determines which MSs in ser-

vice can transmit in each time slot and the associated power

levels. By time scheduling, an MS can achieve high instanta-

neous bit rate but in short periods [29], [59]. In the following,

various time scheduling schemes are discussed in detail.

A. Time Scheduling for Nonreal-Time Data Traffic

One main focus of the third-generation wireless systems is

to provide spectrally efficient wireless data services [11]. The

emerging all-IP wireless architecture should accommodate the

demand for high-speed packet data services in wireless/mobile

environments. The relative delay-tolerant nature of data applica-

tions provides the possibility of flexible and efficient use of the

spectrum via time scheduling. Specifically, if a data MS trans-

mits at a high rate, the instantaneous interference to other MSs is

high due to the required high transmission power; on the other

hand, if a low transmission rate is used by a data MS, it pro-

longs the time duration over which the MS generates interfer-

ence to others. Therefore, to efficiently mitigate the effect of the

interference, an effective scheduling scheme is needed to deter-

mine the delivery order, the transmission rates, and power levels

of packets from/to data MSs in order to achieve the best per-

formance, e.g., maximum capacity in terms of maximum total

throughput and/or minimum total consumed power, under the

QoS constraints.

It is expected that data traffic will be mainly located in the

downlink with applications such as file downloading and web

browsing. In the downlink, if total transmit power of the BS for

all the MSs is and MS is assigned a fraction

of it, and the received at MS is the same as the required

, then from (6), the transmission rate of MS is [9]

(9)

in a nonfading channel. Consider the one-at-a-time scheduling

case, i.e., at any instant, only traffic to one MS is transmitted

with full power , and MS gets access to the channel only

for a fraction of the total time. Then, the average achieved

transmission rate of MS is given by [6]

(10)

A comparison of (9) and (10) shows that [6]

for

for
(11)

This implies that the one-at-a-time transmission can achieve the

largest overall system throughput against simultaneous trans-

missions of the MSs, except in the perfect orthogonality case,

where the two transmission policies are equivalent in terms of

the system throughput. If the optimal point is defined as the min-

imum total energy consumption under average transmission rate

constraints, the one-at-a-time scheduling also has the merit of

minimizing the required transmission energy, thus reducing in-

terference to other cells [9].

Similarly, in the uplink, there is an increasing demand for

data applications such as data file uploading, ftp service, and

short message service (SMS). Under the constraints, per-

mitting only a limited number of delay-tolerant data MSs to

transmit at a time and using the round-robin mode lead to sig-

nificant per-MS throughput gains [61]. Consider the transmis-

sion rate of an MS as a function of received signal-to-inter-

ference-plus noise ratio (SINR) , and use an equiv-

alent definition of power index (5), .
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The transmission rate can be viewed as a function of the as-

signed power index , which is shown to be convex [45].

This means that the one-at-a-time scheduling is favored to im-

prove per-MS throughput performance. However, if the allow-

able peak transmit power is very small for each MS, single trans-

mission may not be able to fully utilize the total link capacity,

and simultaneous transmissions are favored under this condition

[45], [63].

In the optimal one-at-a-time scheduling policy, MS is al-

lowed to transmit at rate

(12)

(which is an equivalent form of (9), for both downlink [6],

[9] and uplink [10], [62]) under the assumptions that: 1) the

spreading gain is large enough for spectrum spreading;

2) different transmission rates are provided by adapting the

processing gain [8]; and 3) any value of the variable processing

gain is achievable. However, assumption 3) may not be always

valid. In the case where only a set of discrete transmission rates

is allowed, the maximum system capacity can be achieved by a

certain level of simultaneous transmissions. This is because the

maximum value in the discrete transmission rate set may not

fully utilize the link capacity in the one-at-a-time scheduling

case [35].

B. Time Scheduling With Delay Bound

Real-time traffic (i.e., voice and video) normally has a strict

delay bound requirement. Packets with transmission delay

exceeding the bound are considered useless and discarded.

Traditionally data traffic is deemed delay-insensitive. However,

this may not be always true in practice. For example, for web

browsing, packets will be discarded if they cannot be delivered

successfully within a deadline. Furthermore, in order to provide

an end-to-end error-free service to data traffic, transmission

control protocol (TCP) is usually employed at the transport

layer. A large packet delay may push TCP to timeout. There-

fore, TCP performance will degrade severely if the packet delay

is not controlled. In this context, it is desired that data traffic

also has a delay bound, which can be much larger than that of

voice or video.

To provide a generic scheduling model to delay-bounded

voice/video/data traffic, a wireless multimedia access control

protocol with BER scheduling (termed WISPER) [1] has the

ability to support a number of multimedia traffic classes with

different BER requirements. WISPER is based on a slotted

CDMA system, where an uplink frame consists of a request

slot for MSs to issue transmission requests and a few packet

slots, and a downlink frame includes a control slot for the

BS to send transmission permissions and several packet slots.

Traffic arrives in batches. Each active batch has a priority value

proportional to the remaining packet number in the batch and

inversely proportional to the remaining time before the batch

expires. Packets are transmitted in the descending order of the

priority values among all active batches. Packets with the same

or similar BER requirements are transmitted with the same

received power level and in the same time slot whenever it is

possible. This provides significant performance advantages in

the presence of power control imperfection [72]. However, the

maximum number of packets accommodated in a slot is deter-

mined by the most stringent BER requirement of the allocated

packets, thus resulting in underutilization of a time slot. To

overcome this shortcoming, different power levels should be

assigned in each slot based on the BER requirements of the

allocated MSs. Specifically, minimum power levels for all MSs

to transmit in a slot can be determined based on the equalities

in (1). Under this power allocation strategy, resource underuti-

lization in each slot is avoided and better system performance

is achieved [71], at the cost of more complex power allocation.

In terms of delay performance, nonpreemptive earliest dead-

line first (EDF) is the delay-optimal scheduling policy for a

single server [24]. Among all the eligible packets, the scheduler

selects a packet with the earliest departure deadline and trans-

mits this packet nonpreemptively. Therefore, it is plausible to

apply nonpreemptive EDF to a CDMA system supporting mul-

timedia traffic with delay bounds. The EDF policy has shown

its effectiveness in many CDMA applications [66], [77]. The

multiple code channels in CDMA networks can be viewed as

multiple servers. If multiple MSs are scheduled to transmit si-

multaneously by the servers, different power levels need to be

assigned so as to avoid resource underutilization. However, the

scheme is sensitive to imperfect power control. A solution is

to make information bits simultaneously transmitted over the

parallel code channels in each slot always belong to the same

packet, thus, with the same power level and being stable in

the presence of power control imperfection. Specifically, the in-

coming traffic is selected to be served in the order of nonpre-

emptive EDF. Each selected packet is equally partitioned into a

number of parts to be transmitted by multiple code channels, and

the partitioning number is determined by the BER requirement

of the packet’s class [14]. This mechanism retains the delay-op-

timal property of nonpreemptive EDF. One drawback is that

each transmitter needs sufficient instantaneous power supply to

support multiple code channel transmissions.

For bursty traffic, EDF may cause unfairness among MSs as

only the delay bound is considered. In EDF, the packet dropping

occurs when all the delay bounds cannot be satisfied due to in-

sufficient radio resources over the period. When this happens, it

is essential to distribute packet dropping among all the MSs in

an appropriate way, as different traffic types have different levels

of packet loss tolerance. This means a packet scheduling algo-

rithm with fair packet loss sharing (called FPLS) [32] is needed.

The FPLS scheduler can be designed such that each MS experi-

ences packet dropping fairly according to its PLR requirement.

Therefore, when an MS achieves QoS satisfaction (in terms of

delay bound, BER, and PLR), so do all the others. The main dis-

advantage of FPLS is its computational complexity.

To guarantee an absolute delay bound, the well-known gen-

eralized processor sharing (GPS) [57], [58] is effective if all the

arrival traffic is regulated, and is discussed as follows.

C. Wireless Fair Scheduling

To share network resources among a number of traffic ses-

sions (each originating from or being destined to an MS), GPS is

an ideal fair scheduling discipline, originally proposed for wire-

line networks. The basic principle of GPS is to assign a fixed
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weight to each session, and allocate bandwidth for all the ses-

sions according to their weights and traffic load. For each back-

logged session, GPS can provide a minimum service rate and

guarantee a tight delay bound if traffic of the session is regu-

lated by a leaky bucket. Isolation from ill-behaved sessions can

also be provided by GPS [57], [58].

The main drawback of the GPS principle comes from its

two assumptions: infinitely divisible traffic in the fluid-flow

traffic model and simultaneous multiple transmissions from

multiple sessions. The ideal GPS principle is not realizable in

practical systems, especially, in a time-division multiple-access

(TDMA) system where no parallel transmissions are allowed.

Some packet-based variants of GPS are proposed for wireline or

wireless TDMA systems, such as packet-by-packet GPS [also

known as weight fair queueing (WFQ)] [57], worst-case fair

weighted fair queueing ( ) [7], and idealized wireless fair

queueing (IWFQ) [52]. On the other hand, CDMA is inherent

to support simultaneous multiple transmissions with variable

transmission rates, which makes it more effective to follow

the GPS principle than TDMA. To support multimedia traffic,

the code-division GPS (CDGPS) scheme [73] can realize the

general principle of GPS successfully and efficiently in CDMA

cellular networks.

To implement GPS in CDMA cellular networks, the resource

should be defined first. Two methods can be considered for the

definition.

• Similar to the case where GPS is applied to TDMA

systems, the total transmission rate can be used as the

system resources [49], [73]. However, in a CDMA system,

the total transmission rate varies, affected by the BER

requirements and the link quality levels of the allocated

sessions. Such a varying total allowable transmission rate

can be referred to as soft capacity [73]. For the uplink

scheduling, the soft capacity can be determined based

on (3).

• From (3), since the power indices of all the allocated MSs

at any instant are linearly bounded, it is convenient to

incorporate power index into the resource definition. The

total system resources can be defined as the total power

index [70] (or total power index times the chip rate

[4]). The CDMA-based GPS implementation based on

these resource definitions is simple and intuitive. However,

it is unlikely to lead to a proportional transmission rate.

From (4), it can be seen that the total power index is con-

strained by the MS with . If

an MS experiences a large link loss, the total power index can

be reduced significantly, even below a target value. In this case,

a larger spreading gain can be assigned to this MS (which re-

sults in a lower transmission rate), making the total power index

equal to or larger than the target value. This will lead to a smaller

power index of this MS (named a lagging MS), and larger power

indices and transmission rates of other MSs (named leading

MSs) in a good channel condition. This unfairness can be com-

pensated as the leading MSs will give up part of their service

to lagging MSs in later frames’ scheduling [49]. In fact, this is

a channel-aware scheduling scheme, to be further discussed in

Section II-D.

Traditionally GPS assigns a fixed weight to each session.

However, in applications where the absolute minimum rate and

delay bound, or absolute isolation from ill-behaved sessions

is not required, time-varying weight assignments can be used

in order to achieve performance improvement in other criteria.

When the average packet delay is concerned, the weights of

the sessions can be dynamically adjusted in a way such that

the average delay per packet is minimized [65]. A minimum

throughput for each session is still guaranteed, while only some

degree of isolation from malicious sessions is provided.

D. Channel-Aware Scheduling

In a multiple-access wireless network, the radio channel is

normally characterized by time-varying fading. To exploit the

characteristic, a kind of diversity (named multiuser diversity)

can be explored to improve the system performance. The prin-

ciple of multiuser diversity is that: for a cellular system with

multiple MSs having independent time-varying fading channels,

it is very likely that there exists an MS with the instantaneous re-

ceived signal power close to its peak value. The overall resource

utilization can be maximized by providing service at any time

only to the MS with the best instantaneous channel quality [67].

Multiuser diversity can be applied to CDMA networks

successfully. For both uplink and downlink of a CDMA system

without channel fading, improved performance in system

throughput can be achieved by the one-at-a-time scheduling, as

indicated in Section II-A. If the time-varying channel fading is

taken into account, an additional gain can be expected from a

multiuser diversity scheduler, as discussed in the following. For

the uplink or downlink, MS in a cell is transmitting/receiving

at instant with value (at the receiver side), while

other MSs are idle. From (12), the achieved data rate of MS is

given by , where

(13)

with being the maximum power limit of the transmitter. In

the downlink with the same values, the maximum system

throughput can be achieved if at any time the BS only transmits

to the MS with the best instantaneous channel quality (i.e., with

the highest ). For the uplink, if there is sufficient power

at MS transmitters and there is also a limit on received power at

the BS, when only the MS with the best channel quality trans-

mits, the minimum transmit power is needed. This leads to min-

imum interference to neighbor cells, thus increasing the overall

system capacity in a multicell environment.

However, the ideal multiuser diversity principle may lead to

poor fairness. When the location-dependent path loss and shad-

owing effect are taken into account, it is very likely that only

MSs near the BS and with a line-of-sight link are scheduled to

transmit, while other MSs almost starve. Hence, in a practical

wireless system, efforts are needed to make a good compromise

between the multiuser diversity gain and fairness. Nonideal but

fair multiuser diversity solutions are required, where some level

of multiuser diversity gain is achieved, while at the same time

each MS obtains a certain asymptotic channel access. Propor-

tional fair scheduling algorithms are good candidates for this
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objective, where the transmission priority value is defined as the

ratio of (or equivalently, the maximum allowed rate

which can be supported by ) to the average throughput

of MS in a certain time window [30], [36]. If an MS has a

low average throughput, its chance to be selected to transmit

is relatively large, so as to alleviate the unfairness of the ideal

multiuser diversity. The transmission rank can also be defined

as , where is the average value

of , and is a control parameter [8]. The MS with

a relatively good channel has a high chance to be selected to

transmit. A certain asymptotic channel access for each MS can

be achieved, thus leading to fairness.

For some situations when it is better to schedule MSs si-

multaneously [45], [63], or when simultaneous transmissions

are required by the system (e.g., wireless fair scheduling may

require simultaneous transmissions, as in Section II-C), mul-

tiuser diversity benefit can still be obtained to a certain degree.

In a CDMA system, the multiuser diversity can be employed

more effectively and flexibly than numerous traditional channel-

aware scheduling schemes for a TDMA system. For a CDMA

network to implement multiuser diversity, all the MSs are di-

vided into two sets: good channel state MSs and bad channel

state MSs. The scheduler keeps track of the obtained services

and channel states of all the MSs. MSs in a bad channel state

postpone their transmissions until a good channel state [47],

keep a relatively low power index [49], use a relatively small

weight in resource allocation [65], [74], or use fewer code chan-

nels in multicode CDMA. In a good channel state, a previously

sacrificed MS will be compensated, i.e., get a higher power

index, a larger weight, or more code channels.

To implement multiuser diversity in a practical CDMA

system, the scheduler needs to predict each MS’ channel state

at a future moment. The duration between the scheduling

decision point and the future moment is referred to as the

prediction interval. The multiuser diversity gain relies, to a

large extent, on the accuracy of the channel prediction method.

Prediction based on current and/or previous measurements of

the channel can be used [47], [52]. The performance of these

prediction schemes is dependent on the prediction interval and

the channel coherence time. The prediction is accurate if the

prediction interval is much less than the channel coherence

time, and has a large prediction failure probability otherwise.

In addition, if the MSs handle the channel measurement for the

downlink transmission, a feedback channel is needed to report

to the BS, which increases the overhead burden of the system.

The induced delay in the feedback channel also degrades the

prediction accuracy.

For real-time traffic with a required delay bound, if an MS

is in a bad channel state for a relatively long period, its real-

time traffic packets will be discarded when multiuser diversity

is employed, as it has to wait until a good channel state. An

effective way is to incorporate the packet delay in the scheduling

decision so that the larger an MS’s current packet delay, the

greater its chance to be scheduled [2], [40].

In summary, in CDMA packet scheduling with QoS provi-

sioning, a number of conflicting objectives should be taken into

account, such as BER, delay, packet loss, throughput, and fair-

ness. These factors along with the implementation complexity

need to be weighted and balanced for QoS satisfaction and max-

imal utilization of the radio resources. The traffic flow charac-

teristics, QoS demands, and the resource availability are key el-

ements in determining a packet scheduling algorithm to achieve

desirable system performance.

III. NETWORK COORDINATION

Because of the universal frequency reuse in CDMA cellular

networks, the resource allocation in each cell affects and is af-

fected by other cells. In this context, intercell coordination can

better control the resource allocation in the cells and improve

overall system performance, as discussed in Section III-A and

III-B, for frequency-division duplexing (FDD) and time-di-

vision duplexing (TDD) modes, respectively. In addition, to

fully utilize the soft handoff, which is an inherent property of

CDMA, the involved cells in a handoff should coordinate in

the resource allocation to the served MSs, which is discussed

in Section III-C.

A. Scheduling With Intercell Coordination in FDD

In Section II, we discuss the scheduling techniques to manage

the intracell interference originating from the MS’s home cell

in order to achieve optimal performance in the cell. Each cell

performs its own scheduling policy independent of other cells.

However, due to the universal frequency reuse in CDMA sys-

tems, the transmission in one cell generates interference to the

neighboring cells, which calls for the control of intercell inter-

ference. When the interference level from other cells is high,

the transmission power in the target cell has to be increased to

meet the requirements, thus leading to more interference

to other cells. Hence, it is required to control the intercell inter-

ference in a systematic manner. One way is to resort to intercell

coordination. A simple distributed intercell coordination for the

uplink is to limit the total received signal power (the desired

signal powers and the intercell interference) in each cell by a

threshold [33]. When the intercell interference level gets higher,

the total transmission power in the cell is decreased, which in

turn reduces the intercell interference level. Due to the lack of

possible information exchanges among the cells, this method is

not able to effectively prevent possible hostile intercell interfer-

ence originating from a neighboring cell.

The centralized intercell coordination can take advantage

of the available traffic information in each cell and perform

better scheduling to achieve better overall performance. For

nonreal-time data traffic, the intercell coordination is flexible

due to the delay-tolerant characteristic of data. As mentioned

in Section II-A, the one-at-a-time intracell scheduling can

improve system capacity for data traffic. Consider a multi-

cell system with cells. The BS in cell

transmits only to an MS with power . It is shown that each

BS should either transmit at its maximum power (on period),

or not transmit at all (off period) [6], in order to maximize

the average per-MS throughput. So the intercell coordination

is to determine when each BS is in on state or off state in

order to maximize a weighted sum of all the MS’s throughput

values. For the optimization problem in a linear array of cells

(i.e., each cell only has two neighboring cells), it is suggested
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that, when an MS is close to its home BS, it is served when

both neighboring cells are on; and when the MS moves to one

side of the cell, it is served when only the neighboring cell on

the opposite side is on [6]. The general principle behind the

suggestion is that an MS should not be served when it is close

to an on neighboring BS. For best-effort data services with no

prespecified target requirement, transmission reliability

can be guaranteed by automatic repeat request (ARQ). Without

the constraints, the intercell coordination is more flexible

in terms of spreading gain and power allocation [56].

In a multicell environment, the effect of intercell interference

can be represented by a relative intercell interference factor [68].

However, originally designed for circuit-switched and uniformly

distributed voice users, this factor is not accurate enough for the

future IP-based packet voice/video/data transmissions. For ex-

ample, consider the following two scenarios: 1) ten data MSs ran-

domly distributed in a cell are transmitting, each at a rate and

2) one data MS located at the edge of a cell is transmitting at a

rate . Obviously, the latter case causes more interference to

the nearby neighboring cells. In general, high-rate transmission

in a cellular system should be carefully controlled. This cannot

be fulfilled by independent scheduling in each cell. To control the

intercell interference generated from other cells, system-wise re-

source(i.e.,power,spreadinggain,andrate)allocation[41]canbe

employed, where an intercell coordinator takes advantage of the

collected (from the BSs) traffic information and MS link status,

thus achieving improved resource utilization efficiency.

Traditionally, an MS is assigned to the BS from which it re-

ceives the maximum signal strength, i.e., by the conventional

least signal attenuation assignment. This BS assignment works

well with a uniform distribution of the MS locations and smooth

traffic. For a nonuniform MS location distribution, it is likely

that one cell is overloaded, while a neighboring cell still has

unused resources. Therefore, it is desired if some MSs in the

overloaded cell are handed over to the neighboring cell. That

is, the BS assignment should be combined with power and rate

allocation, taking into account of traffic load levels in the cells

[64]. When highly bursty traffic such as high-rate data is con-

sidered, the possibility of the load asymmetry among cells in-

creases. Under this context, the system capacity can be better

utilized if dynamic BS assignment is incorporated into the in-

tercell coordination [19], [53], [64] at the cost of more compu-

tation complexity and signaling overhead.

The disadvantages of the intercell coordination mechanisms

for FDD are obvious. The computation complexity is high, and

some optimization problems are even NP-complete [41]. Also,

high bandwidth connections between the BSs and the coordi-

nator are required. This burden is worse with increased user mo-

bility. As a result, suboptimal solutions may be helpful. For in-

stance, 1) the coordinator only needs long-term channel states of

the MSs, while the BSs take care of the short-term channel fluc-

tuations, i.e., a two-tier scheduler is used [19]; 2) a small-scale

optimization is performed where the optimization is only for a

cluster of sectors and the dynamic BS assignment is mainly for

MSs in the outer region of each cell [53]; and 3) the coordination

is confined for data traffic, and the coordinator is simplified to

not allowing two neighboring BSs to transmit high-rate data

bursts simultaneously to their facing sectors [18].

B. Intercell Coordination in TDD-CDMA

In wireless systems, FDD works well with symmetric

downlink/uplink traffic (e.g., voice). With the emerging all-IP

wireless architecture and the emerging multimedia services, the

downlink and uplink experience traffic load asymmetry, i.e.,

the downlink is characterized by a larger traffic volume due

to many IP-based multimedia services such as web browsing,

data downloading, and video streaming. The asymmetry level

is likely to change with time as new services appear. Obvi-

ously, the FDD systems are not very flexible to handle such

asymmetry, and the system capacity is limited by the up, or

downlink with a relatively larger load, resulting in a waste

of the bandwidth. On the other hand, TDD has the ability to

effectively handle asymmetry in the downlink and uplink, and

is adopted in current third–generation standards, e.g., Universal

Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) terrestrial radio

access TDD (UTRA-TDD) [26], and time-division synchronous

code-division multiple access (TD-SCDMA) [16].

In a TDD system, the downlink and uplink share the same

frequency band, with the BS and MSs alternately transmitting.

Time is partitioned into frames of fixed duration, and each frame

is divided into a fixed number of time slots. Each time slot con-

tains a guard time (to accommodate the round trip transmission

delay and the transmitting/receiving mode switching time) and

can be allocated to either the downlink or the uplink. The traffic

asymmetry is handled by assigning different time slot num-

bers to the uplink and downlink. In the same frequency band,

the downlink and uplink experience a highly correlated channel

fading, thus leading to channel reciprocity between them. TDD

has many other merits including fast and effective open- and

closed-loop power control, pre-RAKE diversity, a simple (rel-

ative to FDD) implementation of adaptive antennas, and joint

detection with a reasonable complexity.

However, as the downlink and uplink of TDD share the same

frequency band, each link may experience more intercell in-

terference scenarios. Consider a specific time slot when two

neighboring cells are both in downlink (or uplink) transmis-

sion. For an MS (BS) receiver in one cell, intercell interference

comes from the BS (MSs) in the other cell, and is called BS-MS

(MS-BS) interference. This scenario is the same as that in FDD.

However, consider a specific time slot when the two neighboring

cells are direction-asynchronous, e.g., cell A is in uplink and cell

B is in downlink, as shown in Fig. 3. Such a time slot is called

a cross slot. For presentation simplicity, the intracell interfer-

ence is not shown in Fig. 3. In the cross slot, the BS (MS) in

cell A (cell B) suffers from intercell interference from the BS

(MS) in cell B (cell A), which is termed BS-BS (MS-MS) inter-

ference. Both BS-BS and MS-MS interference can be called in-

terlink interference [76] or same-entity interference [27]. If the

two MSs are close enough to each other (e.g., both are near the

common border of the two cells), the BS-BS (MS-MS) interfer-

ence can be large enough to disrupt the desired transmission. In

this context, all the cells should coordinate to improve system

performance.

One simple way to achieve intercell coordination and to avoid

the possible service degradation due to the BS-BS or MS-MS

interference is to use the same time slot configuration in all the
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Fig. 3. Intercell interference scenario in a cross slot when cells A and B are in
uplink and downlink transmission, respectively.

cells. Apparently, this may waste some portion of the capacity

and lose flexibility when the traffic asymmetry level varies from

cell to cell and from time to time. In order to fully utilize the ca-

pacity, dynamic allocation should be applied, where the uplink

and downlink slot allocation in each cell matches closely to its

traffic asymmetry level at any time. As a result, a design objec-

tive is to keep minimal BS-BS or MS-MS interference in each

cross slot.

When two MSs from two neighboring cells are near the

common border, the BS-BS and MS-MS interference can be

significant in a cross slot. To reduce the interference, an intercell

coordination mechanism called region-based slot allocation

can be employed. If the coverage of each cell is partitioned into

an inner region which is near the BS and an outer region which

is far way from the BS,2 the cross slots should be use only for

uplink or downlink transmissions of the MSs in the inner region

[15], [37]. For example, in Fig. 3, if the two active MSs in a

cross slot are in the inner regions of cells A and B, respectively,

the transmission power from/to them is not high. The two MSs

are also separated by a distance. These result in insignificant

BS-BS or MS-MS interference. This region-based slot allo-

cation algorithm works well even in the worst case, where all

the neighboring cells are direction-asynchronous with the cell

of interest (COI). However, it is not efficient when in a cross

slot some of the neighboring cells are in the same transmission

direction as that of the COI, while others are not. Obviously,

the slot can be assigned to MSs in the area near the common

borders of the COI and the same-direction neighboring cells.

Therefore, the constraint on cross slot resource allocation in the

region-based algorithm can be relieved to some degree [55],

which leads to higher system performance. A disjoint base sta-

tion sets (DBS) method [51] can also be applied to control the

possibility of large MS-MS interference. Each MS is associated

with a set of the strongest BSs. If the strongest BS sets of two

MSs from two cells are not disjoint, it is estimated that they

may be close enough and should not share a time slot if one is

transmitting and the other is receiving. The performance of this

approach largely depends on the accuracy of the estimation.

The resources in TDD-CDMA can be allocated in both time

domain with two transmission directions and code domain, re-

sulting in high flexibility. However, capacity analysis and op-

timal resource allocation are complex. In a common uplink slot

2This region partitioning can be achieved by measuring the downlink pilot
signal at the MSs and using a feedback channel.

or downlink slot (among the cells of interest), the capacity of

TDD remains the same as that of FDD. In a cross slot, the ca-

pacity analysis is difficult, taking into account the dynamic slot

configuration among all the cells. Preliminary results have been

reported for single-cell [38], two-cell [37], and multicell [15]

systems. The system performance can be improved by appro-

priate allocation of uplink slots, downlink slots, and cross slots.

More intercell interference scenarios of TDD are tradition-

ally viewed as a source of instability. However, these can be

exploited constructively in some conditions by dynamic slot al-

location [27], [28]. Consider the uplink transmission of the COI

as an example. At any time slot, the intercell interference from

a specific neighboring cell to the COI is either BS-BS interfer-

ence (denoted ) if the two cells are direction-asynchronous,

or MS-BS interference (denoted ) otherwise. The transmis-

sion direction of the neighboring cell at the slot can be set to

downlink if , or uplink otherwise. This can minimize

the interference from the neighboring cell to the COI [28]. How-

ever, the approach opens the possibility of introducing greater

interference to other neighboring cells. If the approach is ap-

plied to all the cells, the interference control solutions in dif-

ferent cells may conflict with each other. Therefore, it is sug-

gested that: 1) the approach be used only in a system with a

limited number of cells, e.g., when the TDD system is used only

in “hot spot” traffic areas [28] and 2) the approach be carried out

only under certain condition, e.g., when the transmission power

of an MS exceeds a threshold [27].

In summary, the time-slot configuration in TDD-CDMA in-

creases flexibility in resource allocation, but the complexity also

increases. With the existence of cross slots, resource allocation

in TDD-CDMA should be a system-wise task and should re-

sort to intercell coordination. The capacity analysis is difficult,

when the time slots are configured dynamically. In the litera-

ture, very limited results have been reported for capacity of a

cross slot. More in-depth investigation is needed. Furthermore,

packet scheduling and power allocation for multimedia traffic

with heterogeneous QoS requirements are challenging with the

existence of cross slots, therefore, requiring more sophisticated

intercell coordination and deserving further research.

C. Coordination in Soft Handoff

In a wireless cellular network, an MS with an ongoing call

may move away from its current cell to a neighboring cell. Oc-

casionally, it also needs to be switched from a heavily loaded

cell to a lightly loaded one for traffic load balancing. In such

cases, a handoff process takes place to maintain service conti-

nuity. The future all-IP wireless networks are expected to adopt

microcellular/picocellular architectures with advantages of high

data rate, low-powered mobile devices, and accurate location in-

formation. In these architectures, the handoff rate will increase

rapidly.

In wireless networks, an MS is in hard handoff if it only com-

municates with one BS at a time, or in soft handoff if it commu-

nicates with two or more BSs simultaneously. Soft handoff can

eliminate “ping-pong” effect of hard handoff, leading to smooth

MS communications and less signaling overhead. Soft handoff

can increase the uplink capacity, thanks to macrodiversity [42].

On the other hand, its procedure is complex, and the downlink
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macrodiversity gain is offset by the fact that transmitting from

several BSs to a single MS increases interference. Although

there is a small net capacity loss in the downlink soft handoff in

comparison with hard handoff [46], soft handoff can offer better

opportunity to transfer over the wireless link successfully. By

careful planning for the degree of the overlay among cells, soft

handoff can outperform hard handoff [50].

Resource allocation in soft handoff is quite different from

that in hard handoff because of more coordination among neigh-

boring cells, and is much more complicated, especially, for the

downlink where the effect of soft handoff is twofold. In addi-

tion, the number of involved BSs, the traffic density, the link

quality, the power distribution and power control, and the BS

update rate, etc., should be considered.

For soft handoff, the set of the BSs with which an MS com-

municates at a time is referred to as the active set. Normally, the

active set size is limited by a maximum number. For neighboring

BSs to join/leave the active set, the second-generation IS-95A

uses a static threshold algorithm. Each MS monitors its received

pilot signals (from BSs). If the received strength of a pilot from

a BS exceeds a threshold T_ADD and the active set size is less

than the maximum value, the BS is included into the active set of

the MS. When the strength of the pilot from the BS drops below

a threshold T_DROP (T_DROP D_ADD), the BS is removed

from the MS’s active set. This algorithm is simple and easy to

implement. Each BS in the active set is expected to provide a

transmission to the MS with reasonable quality. However, the

algorithm does not consider the variation (among neighboring

cells) in traffic density, path quality, and interference level. It

may lead to inefficiency in resource allocation. Hence, it is de-

sired to dynamically adjust the thresholds to control the resource

usage and transmission quality [31], [60]. A heuristic algorithm

can allow the two thresholds to vary based on traffic density

of the cells. Specifically, the T_ADD (T_DROP) can take a dif-

ferent value in a heavy traffic load case from that in a light traffic

load case [34]. A dynamic threshold algorithm is also adopted

in the IS-95B/CDMA2000. Dynamical thresholds can lead to a

certain gain in system capacity, at the cost of the possibility of

frequent BS update in the active set.

In downlink soft handoff, several transmissions are kept for

each MS. A conventional implementation is to let multiple BSs

in the active set transmit with the same power level to the MS

and apply the same power correction (according to the power

control command sent by the MS). Not considering the link con-

dition variation in different BSs, the above equal power distribu-

tion may lead to a significant capacity loss [43], [46], although it

is simple to implement. Therefore, the transmission power con-

trol and distribution need to be redesigned in order to improve

system capacity [81]. The power control scheme should be dif-

ferentiated among the BSs by adapting to the radio link gain,

interference level, and total transmitted power in each cell [12].

Another implementation of power control differentiation is site

selection diversity transmission power control (SSDT) [23]. In

SSDT, a BS in the active set is selected dynamically at a time as

the primary BS, and transmits to the MS with adequate power,

while the output power of other BSs in the active set is held

to a minimum level. This can mitigate the interference caused

by multiple transmissions from several BSs with conventional

transmission power control. In addition, an appropriate power

distribution among the BSs in the active set is necessary. For an

MS in soft handoff, let denote the active set. With maximum

ratio combining, the actual SINR at the MS receiver output with

coherent detection is given by , where is

the SINR for the received signal from BS in the active set.

Let be the desired SINR value for MS , and

a parameter to adjust the power distribution for the transmis-

sion from BS . Then, the QoS requirement is equiv-

alent to . For BSs and MSs, the matrix

is referred to as the

power distribution association matrix, where if BS is

not in the active set of MS . To achieve the best system perfor-

mance, it is desired to find the optimal which minimizes the

transmission outage probability (defined as the probability that

an MS cannot get a guaranteed service in a transmission slot)

[80].

The performance of a soft handoff algorithm can be mea-

sured by the metrics of active set size, active set update rate,

and signal quality. Intuitively, a large active set can achieve more

macrodiversity gain and improve the signal quality, at the cost

of more system resource consumption. If a low active set size

is maintained, the active set update (or handoff) rate should be

increased in order to keep a certain level of signal quality, at

the expense of update overhead and switching cost. Therefore,

a design tradeoff should be balanced carefully among the three

metrics [5]. Normally, optimal soft handoff algorithms need a

complicated trajectory model of the MS which may not be avail-

able and/or accurate in practice. In this context, a locally op-

timal handoff algorithm may be more practical, where the mo-

tion of the MS can be approximated by a straight line as a small

time-scale is adopted [60].

In a packet-switched mode or in a TDD mode, it is much

more complex to achieve soft handoff as additional transmis-

sion time-slot synchronization is required among the transmis-

sions between the BSs and the MS. Therefore, handoff in cur-

rent UTRA-TDD standard usually means hard handoff [26]. To

implement soft handoff in these networks, further research is

necessary.

IV. FURTHER DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Future wireless networks are evolving toward an all-IP

heterogeneous architecture, which includes different wireless

networks to provide seamless Internet access to MSs [54].

Recently, the differentiated services (DiffServ) approach has

emerged as an scalable solution to ensure QoS in IP networks.

For the integration of heterogeneous all-IP wireless networks

with the Internet backbone, a domain-based DiffServ archi-

tecture provides a flexible and efficient solution, because each

DiffServ domain can independently select, modify, or exchange

its own internal resource management mechanism to implement

its service level agreements (SLAs) with neighboring domains

[17]. Many challenges are posed when applying DiffServ over

CDMA wireless domains.

• An effective resource management is necessary to simul-

taneously provide DiffServ QoS and achieve efficient
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resource utilization in the low layers, taking into ac-

count the hostile propagation environment, user mobility,

and interference-limited capacity. The achieved DiffServ

QoS over CDMA networks should be determined by the

mechanisms in both the IP layer and the link/physical

layers.

• When a data application transported by TCP is provided

with DiffServ QoS, there exists an interaction between

the TCP congestion management and the IP-layer traffic

conditioning/forwarding mechanism [25]. When DiffServ

is applied to CDMA wireless networks, this interaction

should be extended to the link/physical layers.

• Effective packet-switching based CAC is required. In

IP-based CDMA networks, the traffic arrival is bursty.

Due to user mobility, bursty traffic patterns and the

various transmission accuracy requirements (over the

wireless channel) of multimedia traffic, the CDMA

system capacity varies with time even in a nonfading

scenario. It becomes more dynamic for the TDD mode

due to the more complex intercell interference scenarios.

On the other hand, cross-layer design has emerged as a

promising solution to meet the various QoS requirements of

multimedia traffic over wireless links. Better performance

can be obtained from the information exchanges across the

protocol layers which may not be available in the traditional

layering architecture. The channel-aware scheduling discussed

in Section II-D is actually a cross-layer design approach

(cross-layer between the link layer and physical layer). In

addition, two other cross-layer design approaches exist for

IP-based CDMA cellular networks.

• TCP over CDMA links: When a TCP connection is

served by CDMA wireless channels, TCP interacts with

the CDMA link-layer resource allocation. Specifically,

TCP dynamically adjusts the sending rate of TCP seg-

ments (which will be fed into the link-layer transmission

queue) according to network congestion status (e.g.,

packet loss and round-trip delay); on the other hand,

the link-layer resource allocation (e.g., power, time slot

and rate) ultimately determines the packet loss rate and

transmission delay over the wireless link, and therefore,

affects the TCP performance. Taking into account the

interaction, a cross-layer design approach is expected

to improve the overall system performance. Although

some preliminary results have been reported [39], more

research efforts need to be made in this area.

• Joint source/channel coding—power/rate allocation for

video services: An effective way for video transmission

over wireless links is to use joint source-channel coding

[20]. For CDMA networks with interference-limited ca-

pacity, it is important to take into account the power/rate

management in CDMA systems when designing the

source and channel coding. More flexibility can be ob-

tained when power/rate allocation is considered jointly

with the source and/or channel coding. However, the

performance optimization is also more complicated to

achieve [13], [21], [78]. The case is worse when time

scheduling for multiplexed video traffic is implemented.

Further investigation is necessary.

To summarize, in this paper, the fundamentals of recent

research efforts on CDMA-related QoS provisioning with effi-

cient resource utilization in future cellular networks have been

presented. Packet scheduling and power allocation have the

ability to guarantee bit-level and packet-level QoS, under the

interference-limited system capacity. Network coordination is

effective to achieve performance gains, at the cost of additional

complexity and signaling overhead. Other research issues

include the suboptimal intercell coordination with acceptable

computation complexity and signaling overhead, capacity

analysis for TDD-CDMA, efficient resource allocation for

multimedia traffic with heterogeneous QoS requirements in

TDD-CDMA with a dynamic slot configuration, effective soft

handoff in packet-switched CDMA networks, DiffServ QoS

over CDMA networks, and effective cross-layer design to

achieve overall system performance improvement.
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